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Abstract
Email is one of the important tools used to send and receive the information. Through email the internet
users can send and receive images, text files, audio and video images. Comparing other communication
medium email is the simple and easiest way with low cost. Spam is the one type of the email message.
Spam is the unwanted message. From 2004 onwards this unwanted messages are spread through internet.
The advertisers send about their product and services through internet to multiple groups of peoples. The
social problems are also sending to this type of spam mails. Most of the internet users are affected by this
type of spam messages. Sometimes this spam messages contains malwares. If the user opens this
malware spam message, the device entirely crashed. Hackers also try to collect the confidential
information from the users through spam mail. To avoid such kind of problem various filter concepts are
used. This article proposed a Na1ve Bayes concept to filter the unwanted messages. Compared with other
classifiers Naive Bayes approach provides better result.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this modern world, to share the thoughts and some official information people prefers to use
mails. They use emails mostly for their official purposes. E mails, electronic mail are an method of
exchanging messages between people using electronic device with low cost. Now a days the users inbox
are mostly filled with unwanted message like spam message which users does not like. The increased
popularity of emails spam in both text and messages and images require a real time protection mechanism
for the media flow. Advertisement by lazy advertising peoples is sent to the e mail users which are called
spam messages. Spam messages totally crash the hard disk of the devices. Spam messages prevent email
from well known content even if the spam message sometimes without their knowledge they also delete
the needful message. Some types of spam messages are phishing spam and lottery spasms. Phishing spam
is the message which has fake message which conveys that the users have won some lakhs and cores of
money which is fake. And they usually ask the users to register their account number. Thos spam message
are send to hack the user' s personal information.
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P. U. Anitha et al., says that Email spam is one of the electronic type spams. Nowadays this is one of the
important issues of internet users. Mostly spam mails are sent for business purpose. Sometimes malware
type of mails is also send through the mail. The main aim of this research article is to classify the spam
and ham mails using data mining classifier concept. Ham mail means it is a valid email and it also
contains legally accepted messages. Spam mail consists of only unwanted messages. The users are also
not interested to open spam type mails. In this study the authors classify the mails using modified Na1ve
Bayes data mining classifier concept. This proposed method generates better result in terms of accuracy
compared with SVM concept and Na1ve Bayes technique [1].
Nurul Fitriah Rusland et al., explained about spam mails. It is one of the major issues on internet. These
types of mails send to the various people at the same time. The main purpose of the spam mails are send
the advertisement message or unwanted messages to the various peoples at the same time. Various
filtering concepts are used to filter the unwanted messages. In this paper the authors used Na·1·ve Bayes

technique for email filtering. Two datasets are used for this filtering purpose. This algorithm is
implemented by using WEKA tool. The datasets performance value can be measured using the terms of
recall, accuracy and precision value. The experiment result shows that the Na··1ve Bayes classifier

provides better result compared with other type of data mining classifier. [ 2 ]
Priyanka Sao et al., explained that email spam message is the major problem of every individual people.
Spam mail consists of advertisement messages or various types of malwares are received the client inbox
without any kind of information. Spam filtering concepts are used to save the mailbox from unwanted
mails. Na ··1ve Bayes concept is very simple and very effective classifier for spam mail classification. This

research works the authors using Lingspam dataset to classify the mails. After receiving the mails the
feature extraction technique is applied to remove unwanted features. The result shows that Na··1ve Bayes

classifier generates better result in terms of accuracy compared with other classification techniques [3].
G.Vijayasekaran et al., discussed about the nature of unwanted messages in client mailbox. Spam mail is
the important issue for each and every individual people. Spam mail contains unwanted messages and
viruses are transfer through internet to the various users at a same time. To overcome this problem
various filtering methods are used . Here Na··1ve Bayes concept is used for spam mail classi fication.
Compare to other classification methods this Na··1veBayes concept is very simple and provides better

result. In this research work real time data set can be used for filtering spam mails. Features are extracted
by using the bucked base concept [4].
Enaitz Ezpeleta et al., in this current internet world short message are sent instantly. Sometimes internet
users threaten by illegal message. This type of advertisement message or illegal contents on the email is
called as spam mail. It spoils the user's privacy. Here the authors filtered unwanted spam messages using

the concept of sentiment analysis. In this method compute the division value of each message and
consolidate all the values. Using this calculated values create a new data set [5].
Muhammad Hassan Arif · et al., explained about the two challenges of sending small messages to others.
The first challenge is analysis the sentiments of public and political people. The second important
challenge is detect the spam messages from the social media network. This article identifies the
performance of the LCS (Learning Classifier Systems) using machine learning concept. This concept is
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used to analyze social media messages and cinema reviews, and mail, spam datasets. In this study paper
existing LCS concept us extended by using encoding method to handle the vector values. The output of
this proposed system shows the better result compared with the existing LCS techniques [6].
Bin Ning says that Na1ve Bayes is easiest and simple method to classify the spam email. In this model is
constructed by using multi-classification technique and multi-two-classification concept via
preprocessing and feature extraction method. The output of the Na1ve Bayes performance compared with
random forest technique and SVM approach. Naive Bayes aconcept provides the better performance
compared with other classifiers based upon multi-two-classification [7].
Johan Hovold et al., says that naive Bayes classifier is the one of the base email classifier. Various
machine learning algorithms are used to filter the unwanted emails. But Naive Bayes concept provides
better result [8].
S.Jancy Sickory Daisy et al., discussed about the importance of the email messages. The major benefits
of the email system are easy to send the data to multiple users with fewer amounts. Apart from this
benefits email contains certain disadvantages also. Spam mail or junk mails contains unwanted messages.
The lazy advertisers send the details about their products and services to the various groups of the people
within the second. Sometimes the viruses are also sending through the mail. Here the authors proposed a
new hybrid spam filter technique using Na1ve Bayes and technique of Markov Random Field. These
methods are used to detect the spam messages accurately. This method performance is evaluated in terms
of consuming of time and it accuracy level [9].
Ishtiaq Ahmed et al., proposed a new a hybrid model for SMS spam filter. This hybrid model is
constructed based upon Na1ve Bayes classifier technique and Apriori data mining algorithm. This above
mentioned model is executed based on fully logic. Na1ve Bayes is the one of the easiest and important
classification concept used to filter spam messages in email. Here UCI Data Repository is used for test the
performance of the proposed work. This work generates the accuracy level 98.7%. But the tradition
method provided 97.4% accuracy level only [10].
III

PROPOSED METHOD

Spam is the unwanted email messages. Through spam messages the hackers are try to get the personal
information from the internet users. Most of the advertisers also send the particulars about the products
through spam messages to various peoples at the spam time. Illegal messages are also send to the using
with the help of spam mails. Most of the users waste their time for deleting spam mails. Various filtering
and data mining concepts are used to filter unwanted messages. The one of the way to detect the spam
mail by using CC mail address. The important classification methods are SVM, Na1ve Bayes, random
forest etc. In this research article Na1ve Bayes classifier concept is used to filter unwanted messages.
Na1ve Bayes classifier is the simplest and easiest method to compare with other classifiers.
With the help of Na1ve Bayes approach each mail are tested by using important attributes. Based on NB
concept , mails are divided into separate words 1 2 , ,..., w w wn and its features are mentioned as F . The
probability value of emails is equal to the probability value of receiving the list of separated words.
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